
                                     

                                  

 

 

 

 

 

   

  Abound Parenting-ABRSD News 
 

Whether you're a new user or you've had an Abound account before, if you're having any 
trouble setting up your account you can reach out to sue@aboundparenting.com and she will 
take care of it for you. Remember to create your account through our website so you get free 

access! https://partners.aboundparenting.com/ 

 
 

• This week’s academic vocabulary word is SYSTEM. Here are 2 ways to 

give your child extra opportunities to hear and use the word SYSTEM! 

 Do you have a SYSTEM for organizing your shoes and socks, or do you 

just throw them in a closet or drawer? How would having a SYSTEM help 

you get dressed and out the door easier? What kind of a SYSTEM would 

work where you live? 

 Some buildings have security SYSTEMS that start with lights going 

automatically on when someone goes near the building at night. How do 

you think it helps to have lights are part of a security SYSTEM?  

Shouldn’t a security SYSTEM just make it so people can’t get into 

buildings? 

o Remind your child that the word SYSTEM is the way of organizing 

things according to a plan or a lot of parts working together.  

 

• How else can you build your child’s reading skills through TALK?  
o Try these questions taken from different TalkOn age groups this week! 

 Expensive means something costs a lot. Let's clap out the syllables in 

ex-pen-sive. The first syllable sounds like a letter name. Which one? (X) 

Does the second syllable sound like the word for something to write with? 

(pen!) Silly. 

 If you wanted something, would you rather trade something you own for it 

or save up the money to buy it? Why? 

 If you wanted to buy a present for someone, what could you do to earn 

money? How long would it take to get enough money, do you think? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you haven’t yet signed up, go to https:// partners.aboundparenting.com/ 

Use the code you receive from your child’s teacher 

 & follow instructions to download app. 

Questions? Write to sue@aboundparenting.com 
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